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Company’s defective incorporation is a particular legal phenomena, which is one of 
company’s improper incorporation. It differs from company’s failure incorporation, company 
dissolution, illegal cases after company’s legal incorporation and disregard of corporate 
personality. In practice of Company Law, the appearance of company’s defective 
incorporation is general and varied. The being of a great deal of defective corporations 
endangers economy security during the social transferring period. To resolve the problem, the 
countries of both Anglo-American Law System and Continental Law System had formulated 
perfect rules. China’s regulation on it is badly lack. Therefore, it is of theoretical and practical 
significance to make further and deeper study on how to regulate company’s defective 
incorporation from the point of jurisprudence and legal provisions. 
This thesis is mainly consists of three parts, including preface, main body and conclusion. 
The main body is made up of three chapters. 
Chapter one gives a outline of company’s defective incorporation. Above all, it cites 
from a case. Then illuminates its connotation, and compares with some concerned legal 
concept in order to further reveal its particularity. Following, with the analysis of its source, 
points out that it is inevitable and common, in regards of so makes clear the necessity of law’s 
regulation. Finally, makes a complete analysis about the legal types of company’s defective 
incorporation, based on the current provisions of China’s Company Law, the class of 
company’s defective incorporation is divided into seven types and points out the familiar 
forms to every type, which in order to provide concrete module to the problem’s disposal. 
Chapter two carries out comparison of disposal models between two Law System. It 
points out that in modern Anglo-American Law System, the system of acknowledging 
defective incorporation on principle is adopted, but the corporate personality of the defective 
incorporation company can’t be accepted in modern Continental Law System and the 
concerned person can plea to cancel the personality through justice or administrative 
procedure. At last, analyses the different value conception in the two Law Systems. 
Chapter three discuss how to establish and perfect the disposal rules of company’s 
defective incorporation in China. First, lists and analyses the concerned provisions of  














incorporation is the best choice to our country, in regards of the legal system’s tradition and 
the realistic conditions. At last, expounds how to establish and perfect the nullity of 
company’s incorporation by two parts which are the defective reasons and the procedure 
provisions. 
Key word: corporation; defective incorporation; nullity of formation. 
 

























































第一章  公司瑕疵设立问题概述 
第一节  问题的提出 
在社会经济生活中，公司瑕疵设立现象普遍存在，我国的部分商法学者已对此进行
过研究，我国的司法实践也已对此做出过一系列判决。下面请看一个案例。 














































































































公司法人格否认（disregard of corporate personality）,又称“刺破公司面纱”(piercing 
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